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our speed testing is based on the performance of the global nordvpn servers. the nordvpn servers are connected to the internet via the world's fastest and most
reliable network. the nordvpn servers are all located in over 60 countries around the world, including the us, uk, hong kong, and singapore. with over 6500 servers
in over 60 countries, you will be able to connect to one of these servers and unblock any website from anywhere. nordvpn works very well on iphones and ipads.
you can connect to any server with just a few taps. the app has a superb user interface that makes it simple to use, and even though it is a bit on the expensive

side, it provides all of the necessary security features that you need to access the internet. have a look and see what we think of the best vpn apps around. you can
also find our best vpn apps for android, ios, macos and windows 10 and best vpn apps for mac. even if you're not looking to sign up, it's worth checking out our list
of the best vpns for streaming video in ios. available as a web or android app, this vpn has features for both wired and wireless connections. the android version is
probably our favourite, but the webapp is easy to use and the free version gives you unlimited vpn service for up to five devices. the premium version has a $6 a
month price tag, but lets you connect up to 10 devices and has unlimited data. nordvpn also has a decent kill switch, allowing you to switch off the vpn when you

want to access online content without worrying about sensitive information being revealed. but it's not always as quick as we'd like to connect to servers, and
you're limited to one connection at a time. that's a little disappointing for a premium vpn.

Download NordVPN : Best VPN Fast, Secure Unlimited [Premium Accounts]

as this is a free vpn, there are certain restrictions. the free version is limited to two simultaneous connections. a $10 per month fee gets you unlimited
simultaneous connections. if you want faster speeds, the company recommends that you upgrade to a paid service. we would suggest that you upgrade to a paid
version of the service to avoid the often-noted throttling that some free vpns can cause. speed tests performed on the fastest available servers. we chose servers

in the us, uk, netherlands, and germany, as well as on each of the three continents. when servers are available, we use the fastest. remember that servers closer to
your location will likely be faster than servers further away. pros: access to a massive server network in the us, uk, netherlands, and germany, as well as on each of

the three continents. works well on mobile, mac and windows, and is simple to install and set up. cons: very expensive, data caps. if you want unlimited data,
consider a paid vpn. pros: the basic vpn service is free for unlimited data. you can pay for additional features, such as a higher data cap, longer expiration dates,
and a killswitch. cons: performance can be inconsistent. it only has a single connection status and will disconnect if your internet connection is down. pros: speed

tests performed on the fastest available servers. we chose servers in the us, uk, netherlands, and germany, as well as on each of the three continents. when
servers are available, we use the fastest. remember that servers closer to your location will likely be faster than servers further away. 5ec8ef588b
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